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Scholarly materials created by MTSU faculty, staff, & students

Articles, Conference Proceedings, Working Papers, Annual Reports, Newsletters, Thesis, Dissertations, Research Papers, Scholars Week Posters and more

Are deposited into JEWLScholar to be stored and showcased

Researchers can then access and discover your research via scholarly databases, indexing services, and search engines.
The Walker Library provides you with these benefits as part of our list of library services.

http://jewlscholar.mtsu.edu
JEWLScholar showcases and preserves scholarly works and accommodates materials such as articles, working papers, technical reports, pre-prints, conference proceedings, research data, multimedia files and presentations.

Permanent URLs prevent broken links to your work. Priority indexing and ranking is given to material in JEWLScholar by search services such as Google. Studies show that readership and citation rates increase when works are openly available via the Internet.

Copyright is never transferred to JEWLScholar. Instead, contributors grant the Libraries a non-exclusive distribution and preservation license upon depositing their work into the repository.

For step-by-step instructions, view the Submission Instructions located beneath the blue submit button on the IR homepage.